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SUpplierRound table

The abrasive market is a very 
crowded space, which requires 
suppliers to provide current and 
prospective customers reasons to 
consider and maintain their company 
as a preferred abrasive supplier. At 
Gemtex, we emphasize three major 
factors that separate us from the 
competition:

1) Our 44 years in the abrasive 
industry.

2) We “manufacture” coated abra-
sives using formulas and processes 
which are unique to only Gemtex.

3) Our company will private-label 
products for single box quantities. 
These factors allow us to customize 
specifications, and even product 
colors, for specific customers.

Gemtex, founded in 1975, is  
a manufacturer of standard and  

specialty coated abrasive products 
sold worldwide to the industrial, 
automotive, construction, welding 
and retail channels. The products 
are manufactured at our corporate 
headquarters in Toronto, Canada, 
and marketed under the Gemtex and 
private label brand names. 

Through constant communication 
with our distributors, we have focused 
on their priorities which always comes 
back to the desire to be profitable 
and to do business with companies 
that are easy to do business with! To 
that point, we frequently discuss “The 
Gemtex Advantage” with distributors,  
reminding them of reasons to  
maintain or consider Gemtex as their 
abrasive resource. Factors include our 
quality products, competitive pricing,  
easy-to-read catalog, excellent  
customer service, free samples and 

four unique products only produced 
by Gemtex (Trim Kut, Mini Grind 
R Discs, CZ45 grinding discs and 
Quicklock “Spinner”). Distributors also 
look forward to our quarterly promo-
tions featuring various products at 
discounted prices.

As a coated abrasive manufacturer, 
Gemtex is always searching for  
advantages to grow and maintain 
sales. In order to be relevant in the 
very competitive abrasive market, 
vendors must constantly strive to 
provide their distributors with excep-
tional service and quality products 
at competitive prices. The ability to 
manufacture customized  
products (specials) for 
customers is an added 
advantage that most 
distributors welcome  
with open arms.

the gemtex advantage
FRAnK pRenDA, vICe pReSIDenT SAleS & MARKeTInG, GeMTex AbRASIveS

pRenDA

Historically, manufacturers sold new products pack-
aged in large quantities and in non-descript boxes. 
Clearly a trend in industry today is the move to selling new 
products in smaller, more user friendly quantities. Also,  
creative packaging is being used such as kits, carry cases 
and displays to help distributors and customers in a broad 
range of industries including metal fabrication, welding, 
energy, MRO and aerospace. 

In support of this trend, norton|Saint-Gobain Abrasives 
recently introduced many new products available in novel 
ways to support distributors and end-users including: 

Test Kits: Highlighting blazex F970 fiber discs for 
carbon steel; in stock in diameters 4 ½-inch, 5-inch and 
7-inch in grit 36. It’s a great way to easily test the product.

Kits Bundling Abrasives and Tools: One kit includes 
a mini angle sander with coated and non-woven quick 
change discs; another kit includes a die grinder with 
coated cartridge rolls and flap wheels, bonded mounted 

points and carbide burrs. The grouping system approach 
makes it easy to sell these products.

Carry Cases: “Suitcase” approach to selling abrasives 
and tools noted above. One case has a mini angle sander 
and abrasives, another has a die grinder and abrasives. 
It’s a great tool for distributor salespeople to sell these 
products. 

Displays: Carbide burr display allows product to be 
displayed anywhere. It’s great for walk-in trade and  
promotes repeat business.

Kits in Plastic Cases: Carbide burr kit helps focus on 
new product category; five popular burrs offered in a case 
for easy display and presentation. It focuses distributors 
on highest potential part numbers to sell.

norton|Saint-Gobain Abrasives will continue to 
look at creative ways to support distributor selling 
efforts across a wide range of industries.

creative ways to support selling effort
pATRICK CARROll, SenIOR pRODuCT MAnAGeR - MRO, nORTOn|SAInT-GObAIn AbRASIveS 

CARROll
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In today’s global economy, it’s get-
ting harder and harder to differentiate 
yourself from your competition. With 
one simple click, a multitude of “me 
too” companies are at the consum-
er’s fingertips. both manufacturing 
and distribution are facing the same 
challenge: “How can I stand out from 
the internet crowd?” The answer: 
Commit to being different. How can 
this be done?

1) Communicate with your 
customers. Don’t assume what 
their needs are, ask them. Then 
support those needs with invento-
ried product. The internet can offer 
fast delivery but are your customers 
receiving the product that best fits 
their needs?

2) Add value to the products 
you sell. price-dumping websites 
are a dime a dozen. Qualified ap-
plication support is priceless. Sup-
port your customers with technical 
expertise and they will rely on your 
partnership.

3) Educate your customers on 
products they haven’t seen. pat-
ented solutions are not only unique, 
they have the potential to represent 
huge cost savings. At the very least, 
it demonstrates your commitment to 
bringing distinctive solutions in the 
future.

4) You don’t have to do  
business with everyone.  
The best relationships are built on 

common objectives. Work within 
your expertise and partner with those 
that support your corporate goals.

At Wendt uSA, these four  
steps are imbedded in our core 
philosophy. We listen to our  
customers and develop unique 
grinding and finishing solutions for 
specific applications. The Wendt 
uSA team offers distributor training, 
distributor joint calls, and application 
cost analysis. lastly, we work with 
a select distribution network that 
shares our core values 
and commitment for 
steady growth. That’s 
how Wendt uSA com-
mits to being different. 

commit to being different 
SHAne MIlleR, nATIOnAl SAleS MAnAGeR, WenDT uSA

MIlleR

New Kuri Tec® K-TOUGH™ 
K9296 Series and K-TOUGH™ 
OIL K9593 Series
•  High pressure wire and yarn reinforced 

suction and discharge hoses for heavy 
duty industrial applications.

•  Durable construction is ideal for tough 
in-plant applications.

•  Ideal for demanding outdoor 
applications where the hose is exposed 
to the elements.

•  Hoses handle repeated flexing, 
dragging, impacts, or other forms of 
abuse.

•   Available in 1 ½", 2", 2 ½" and 3" ID 
sizes.

Headquarters, Sales Office and Warehouse Location
360 E. State Parkway, Schaumburg, IL 60173-5335

Phone: (847) 755-0360 • Toll-free FAX: (800) 800-0320
International FAX: (847) 885-0996

Web Site: http://www.kuriyama.com 
E-Mail: sales@kuriyama.com

K9296 Series

K9593 Series
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eagle Superabrasives Inc., north 
America’s fastest growing full-line 
manufacturer and supplier of diamond 
and Cbn wheels, now offers immedi-
ate, direct responses to customers’ 
requests for grinding solutions.

Over the years, we’ve noticed a 
definite trend in customers needing 
grinding solutions faster than ever 
before. Customers can’t afford to wait 
for suppliers to get back to them with 
a quote, solve a grinding problem 
or to expedite a delivery. They need 
answers now.

In response to this growing need, 
eagle Superabrasives provides  
direct communication to its dedicated 
technical salespeople. They do not 
have voicemail — you speak directly 
with an eagle engineer who provides 
immediate responses via phone, 

email, FaceTime, or whatever  
method you prefer. Approximately  
95 percent of quotations can be  
provided immediately — for unique 
applications, the longest wait is 24 
hours but most responses are  
within two hours. A product  
drawing is provided with every  
new grinding wheel — this ensures 
that your customers get the correct 
product the first time.

eagle Superabrasives manufactures 
more than 30,000 pieces per month 
— all products are IS09001; 200 
and ISO 22917:2016-certified and 
guaranteed to perform. The company 
offers an industry-leading Make And 

Hold program guaranteed to never 
run out of inventory and is sized  
to meet all delivery requirements.  
For hard-to-solve grinding problems, 
an eagle salesperson can be  
assigned to consult onsite with  
your sales representatives. eagle  
can also provide online product  
training and private-label products 
upon request.

eagle Superabrasives is a global 
supplier of premier superabrasives, 
offering a comprehensive range of 
diamond, Cbn borazon and CDx 
wheels covering a wide range of 
industries. Founded in 2010, eagle 
operates worldwide in 30 countries 
and has an extensive inventory of 
more than 6,000 diamond, Cbn 
borazon and CDx wheels in stock 
at our u.S. headquarters in Hickory, 
north Carolina.

direct responses to grinding solutions requests
peTe lAne, CHIeF OpeRATInG OFFICeR, eAGle SupeRAbRASIveS InC. 

pFeRD’s vICTOGRAIn is an engineered grain that is 
changing the way the metalworking industry grinds steel. 
As with most abrasive companies, the sales pitch for a 
new product is usually the same, in that the product touts 
longer service life, or achieves maximum stock removal. 
However, the true difference between vICTOGRAIn and 
other abrasive products out on the market, is that the 
“proof is in the pudding.” vICTOGRAIn is truly setting a 
new standard in performance. 

During field testing, vICTOGRAIn sells itself. Time  
and time again, vICTOGRAIn proves superior over  
comparable competition. The new grain is the most 
aggressive when it comes to stock removal, and really 
allows the end user to skip a step in terms of finishing, 
since it leaves a rather smooth finish after use. When  
testing against a bonded grinding wheel, vICTOGRAIn 
shows four times the amount of steel removed with  
less effort and fatigue on the worker. As a result, the 

manufacturer can see a huge reduction in labor cost, 
reduced product costs, while at the same time, improving 
ergonomics for their workers. 

In the Western united States, end users are catching 
wind of vICTOGRAIn and the amount of conversions 
since its September launch has been staggering.  
being able to introduce a product like this in the industry 
is very exciting and is a true game changer for pFeRD. 
The pFeRD sales staff has 100 percent confidence in the 
product, which helps build trust when presenting  
the product to potential customers. This then leads  
into the customer wanting to test the product and  
ultimately purchasing vICTOGRAIn. For  
more information or to test vICTOGRAIn  
in your area, please contact pFeRD at 
1-800-342-9015 or contact your local 
pFeRD sales territory representative. 

setting a new performance standard
WIllIAM MeeKeR, TeRRITORy SAleS MAnAGeR, pFeRD

MeeKeR
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